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Wlry We Should Not Use
Some Drugs for Pleasure

Rem B. Edwnrds

view that there are so,re drugs that we should not use for plea-
sure, which leaves open the possibility that there are others that
we may use for pleasure.

ln developing and defending the view that we should not
get our pleasures from some drugs, I want to steer a middle
course between the extremes of what Gerald L. Klerman called
"psychotropic l'redonism" and,,pharmacological calvinism.,,r
The forrner is the view that any source of plealure is admissible,
tl-rat if it feels good, we may do it. The latter is the view that if

"All the advantages of Christianity and alcohol; none of their
defects."2
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or rationality itself and the ability to choose for oneself. other

vincing case that excess caffeine consumption can be quite trou-
blesome.a Other drugs like cocaine, l.reroi., marijtrana-, nicotine,
and alcohol-minus rnoderation, are clearly unsaiisfactory.
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Criteria for Identifying Unacceptable Hedonic Drugs

Responsible persons will draw the line somewhere be_
tween acceptable and unacceptable uses of hedonic drugs,
thougl'r not necessarily where I would draw it. Rational li"ne
drawin-g requires criteria for distinguishing acceptable hedonic
uses of drugs for pleasure from unacceptuble hedonic uses. I
propose the following criteria, each of which is a presumptive
reason against hedonic drug use, though they vaiy in signifi_
cance or strength. rn unacceptable hedonic uses o^e ot *o."
(usually more) of the following conditions are fulfilled.

(1) The resulting pain outweighs the pleasure over the long run
for the user.

- Rational prudence requires that one,s choices be likely to

I"r-"It. in, more pleasure than pain over the long run, 
"r,h itforbids choosing the pleasures of the moment anJignoring the

ensuing pains. There are many reasons why some hedonic-uses
of drugs result in the long run in the preponderance of pain over
pleasure. Some hedonic drugs result very quickly in.b;d trips,,,
i.e. in horrifying hallucinations, thoughts, ind perceptual distor-
tio.s; prolonged use of alcohol to excess results in the terrors of
delirium tremens. Some hedonic drugs produce considerable
bodily pairr i-rr a relatively short time span-associated with hang-
overs, nausea, vomiting, headache, gastric disorders, elevated
blood pressure, sweating, shock, depressed respiration, convul_
sions, comas, etc., depending on levels of tolerance and quanti_
ties consumed. Most available hedonic drugs result iather
quickly in a dull or confused state of mind and may eventually
produce the psychological pains involved in agitation, restless-
ness, irritability, delusions, depression, and paranoia. Some
cause grave and frustrating social alienation and social with-
drawal. some result rather quickly in delayed reaction time and
reduction of motor control, and this can have serious adverse
consequences when driving or operating machinery. Some, after
lengthy use, cause painful diseases and frustrating psychical and
physical debilities. Some kill. Some do many ,i att of these
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things at once. All ttrings considered, their pleasures are not
worth their price of suffering.

Hedonic drugs like alcohol or crack are often used, not so
relieve pain, e.g., the pains of
sy, hopelessness, anxiety, or
from a great variety of social,

ruses. I-Iowever, hedonic drugs are
grossly inefficient me'ms of alleviating these pains and ,.""*o."
tlran likely to compound the sufferirig over'tl-re long run. Cer_
tainly, they do nothing to remove the rlal causes of su"ch pains of
soul, rvhich must be corrected if a war on drugs is to be won.
I'hose who really want to win a war on drrgsl-,ust attack ihe
real causes of despair in our society.

(2) The pleasure drug is destructive of the user's rationality,
either temporarily or more per Lanently.

M*y pleasure drugs s interfere with
a variety of cognitive abiliti
rvithout distorti'on, to think cle i"1Xr"::::l:
tion, to concentrate on the task a reative. Other
persons can see this easily, though intoxicated persons often
cannot. When they sober up or dry out, they cun iee what fools
they have been; but by then it is tto late. Tire damage t.os b"".,
done. Many intoxicated person emselves
to be brilliant conversationalist
know berter. Uncler rl.re influenc i:illf"':
powerful but false sense of in and im_
mense creativity; but when they return to reality, the marvelous
results just are not there. Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote in ,,The
Poet" that the quest for "extraordinary powers,, is ,,the reason
why bards love wine, mead, narcotics, coffee, tea, opium, the
{trmes of sa'dalwood and tobacco, or whatever other procurers
of a.imal exhilaration." He warned, however, against ,,quasi_
mechanical substitutes for the tr le nectar.,,S

But never can any advantage be taken of nature by a trick,
The spirit of the world, tf,e great calm presence of the
Creat<lr, comes not forth to the sorceries of opium or of
wine. The strblime vision comes to the prrre ind simple
soul in a clean and chaste body. That is not an inspiration,

,rnl|."br{{ss*uu!.*u*...._-:11iiifiiJElurllOrs;ru|runu _
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which we own to narcotics, but some counterfeit excite-
ment and fury,6

Emerson's extreme condemnation may be a bit exagger-
ated, but it is not far removed from the truth. I have found that
moderate coffee drinking does enhance both creativity and intel-
ligence and results in better philosophy through chemistry.
Other drugs do more harm than good, however, in my limited
experience.

When I ask myself why I indulge so little in hedonic drugs,
I find that drug-induced stupidity, even if relatively temporary,
is inconsistent with the great value that I attach to my own
intelligence, the extensive time and intense effort that I have
devoted to its development, the serious commitment that I have
to making informed choices, and the lifetime of effort that I have
expended as an educator to make these qualities available to
others. This does not mean that I think that all of life should be
spent in intellectual pursuits-only that rationality should be
available for use, wlren needed, in all of life. When one is suffi-
ciently intoxicated, rationality simply is not available; judgment
is severely impaired.

(3) The pleasure drug is destructive of the user's autonomy
(ability to choose), either ternporarily or more permanently.

Drug-induced obtuseness is inconsistent not only with the
rational part of rational choice, but with the choice or self-control
part of it as well. Hedonic drugs give pleasure at the price of
autonomy, self-control and will power; and under their influence
we cannot and do not make the self-interested or the other-re-
garding choices that we otherwise could and should make. Un-
der their influence, we may do terrible things to ourselves or to
others, are often dangerous to self or others, for we lack the
capacity to make prudent and moral choices. Not only weakness
of will, but ill will, aggressiveness, and the worst in us easily
prevail under the influence of hedonic drugs.

Vulnerability to control by others is the other side of the
coin of lack of or loss of rational choice by self. Peer pressure,
social and political manipulation, and sexual exploitation easily
dominate persons who are spaced out on hedonic drugs. Aldous
Huxley recognized the political vulnerability of persons on
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drugs when he later commented on the fictional ,,soma,, thatdonrinated the lives of the citize n ii nrr* New world.Accord-ing to Fluxley, soma was:

ul instruments of rule in the
matic drugging of individuals

incidentally, of course, for
plank in the policy of the

a n ce a sa i ns t p erso n a r. ma r a dj r. ;T"1,'S:?ji ffi:"il i:',i.;spread of subversive ideas.T

In ou
reached the 

ic political drugging has not
lesser social 

had in Braae Niti W"orld. On a

who can,ot "asily 
recogniz.e that persons

ploited by rnr"rrpurous orherr. flff::*.fl?T:[:, #,i;that this is no [un.

(+l]ne pleasure drug is destructive of the user,s self-knowrprrooself-respect, and poiirive serr-valuoti; ;id ilil;J"t::more permanently.

In pluralistic value theori

conscious centers oI experience
sake of what, in Biblical terms,
lage," pun intended. Hedonic d

(5) The, pleasure-drug is likery to have irreversible or not easilvreversible harmful physical, psychologicaf,,.,o.iri ;il* ;ithe user.
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Many of the harmful psychological and social eflects of
hedonic drugs are covered a6ove or below. These effects can be
difficult if not impossible to reverse.

Korsakoff's syndrome. Consumption of relatively small quan_
tities of alcohol destroys millions of brain cells and/or synaptic
connections. Who can afford to lose them?

part because buying,
g is illegal. Obtaining
er's and/or society's
riminal behavior.

persons are apparently willing to run the risks and sell and con-
sume illegal or many inner-city resi-
dents, the dr y jobs available, the only
way to enjoy social amenities, the only
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rvay to get riclr, the on
respect. fhis is a sad c
ancl its lack of opportrrn

pnmary source of wealth from

effective way to end the drug
it. The most effective way avail_
ug consumption is to legalize

on our curretrt ineffective
on education, treatrnent, ar

users lvill relnair.l, just as
the repeal of prohibition.

xtreme wealth and exalted
the
re_
uld

o drugs, just as
to Iegal drugs

to support elrug habits would disappear; *d.irkT*;r"""iljtj;
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For his schemes to succeed, a tyrant would have to deny
his subjects the educational and rehabilitational services thati

Morality requires that we consider the effects of our ac_
tions, including our pleasure-seeking behaviors, on other people.

I
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It is really very difficurt to find serf-regarding activities that donot also affect others quite significant"ly. some of our hedonicuses.of drugs do affect others 
"advers 

ely, at times quite *o*"r,_tously. Persons ,,under 
the influence,, fiequently have accidentsat home and at work that injure others as well as themselves.I.toxicated drivers maim ani kifl thousands of p"r"orri;;;,

llq,]*rlr every year, devastating their lives and the lives ofrnose wr.lo Iove thern,.and causing immense physical and mentalpains. Fa,rilies and friendships aie destroyed. docial withdrawarand estrangernent n.e 
"o^^o.,prace. Jobs are rost. Fortunes aresquandered. Dependents, especially children, u." a"r.,i"J tt 

"economic resources that would lift ihem f.o* airtr"""*?"",
:l-p,l"*iy: povely and ignorance. Degrading and "ri*i"lf f"_nat'lors ltke prostitution, theft, and mugging ire frequentlv nec_essary to support drug habits. Criminalteliaviors lii" ";;;ii;,murders, r1pes, spouse beatings, and child abuse ".;;lr;_quently under intoxicatio_n, as d"o many other grave -;;;i j}
social indiscretions. As DSM_lll tells us,'

IJighway accidents are a major complication of Alcohol
Intoxication. At least half of uil high*ry fatalities involve
either a driver or a pedestrian ,,i1.," nu, been drinking.
Intoxication also results in falls and numerous household
and industrial accidents. Moreover, it is frequentfy ,r*i
ated with the commission of criminal acts. More than one
half of all murderers and their victims are believed to be
intoxicated at the time of the act. One study indicates that
about one-fourth of all suicides occur while the individual
is drinking alcohol.g

Physical injury to others results from drug consumption inmany ways. Drugs ,.rorLr---*
damage io theii?e fl:'"T[:lj
born every year wi usands are
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be ineffective for drng users. What they really need is greater
moral sensitivity, moral education, counseling, job training, and
economic opportunity.

Under the influence
harm innocent others, but
and creatively to the well
consumed that could be be
consuming religion to which devotees give all their hearts and
souls and minds and strengths-with nothing left over for oth-

of the principle objections that Sigmund
sm was that it "wastes a large quota of
ave been employed for the improvement

Of course, it can be said that any pleasurable diversion
takes time and energy away really
are entitled to the pursuit o plea-
surable diversions. It is unr ralize
the whole of life and require that every moment of our existence
be devoted to promoting the greatest good of the greatest num-
ber, often to the neglect of self. It is reasonable to expect, how-
ever, that happiness be pursued through means that do not
inflict significant injury on self and/or others in the long run.

In conclusion, the case against hedonic drugs is very
strong. The disadvantages of drug use for hedonic purposes are
too great, especially when, with the slightest bit of education,
imagination, and a little bit of luck, we can find innumerable
alternative sources and varieties of enjoyment that are harmless
and innocent. Without drugs, life can be a "natural high,, if we
give it a chance.

A Response to Sheridan Hough

After reading Dr. Hough's defense of drug use, I was
struck by l-row little we really disagree. Our differences are
largely tl'rose of emphasis. She defends the moderate use of
drugs, and I attack the immoderate use of drugs. I largely agree
tl-rat the moderate and responsible use of drugs is acceptable, and
she agrees that the immoderate and irresponsible use of drugs is
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unacceptable. I find many of her comments to be exceptionallyillumi.ating. The line between _t ui-.orrts as moderate andimmoderate use
that pleasure is
that pleasures a
tions and- by the social and ph
generated. I too have seriouJ d

the line be_
nd she actu_
her discus_

use, but her

agree with her. 
perate that it is difficult to dis-

between us, however,
es of emphasis, or dif-
ations.

n,atterbyrocusingonambiguit,"'Jff il,Ji:::;J:;l:U.:f ,:11:or on whether alcoholism u.,d d.rg use are diseases. No matterlvhat,,nrocl th resp.11t to concepts of;,oint, ;iH#Hfrj,,1,il:i;:il:mauy preceding discussion. Th";;cus needs to be directly on these harms. th"" t,u..r,s 
"." ,;;; ;;matter lvhat our social conventions are with respect t--;;;;;tion and disease. A rational theory of moderation would focusdirectly on t^e harms, but often tfi"." ir'iittfe rationality in oursocial conventions.

,Next, Dr. Hough stresses that moderate drug use can makea positive co.rtribution to constructive sociar inteicourse ;Ji;krowing anc{ appreciating s
been on the large extent to
social relations and
ing self and others.
but on the lvhole I
ters far outweigh th

Nincrurge lr?t1il.:".[::::lly
seeking

:an indulge harmfully
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a.d excessively in such things as skiing, scuba diving, roller_
coaster riding, bungee jumping, studying French literiture, or
doing mathematics. It does not follow, however, that drug use is
any less harmful just because other things are also harmful. Aho,
it does not follow that illegal drugs are any less harmful simply
because legal drugs are just as harmful.

Finally, my judgment call is that drug use is much riskier
than Dr. Hough seems to think. She seemi to presuppose that
moderate and responsible drug use is easy to susta-in, but it
seems to me tlrat it is extremely difficult to use pleasure drugs so
mir-rimally that significant harm does not resurtJrom their use. tn
her opinion, the risk is worth running that harmless alcohol
consumption will not spill over into harmful uses; but I have
serious doubts, Too many people who have believed that have
bee. seriously mistaken. I do think that the sale and use of
alcohol arrd drugs currently classified as controlled substances
should not be illcgal; nevertl-reless, the use of most drugs for
hedonic purposes is ill advised for both prudential and iroral
reasons,
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